MUSEI FAN EXPERIENCE
‘Musei Fan Experience’ is the package for the true Ferrari fan, who, in the Museum in Maranello,
wants to plunge in the racing atmosphere in the Champions Hall, live again the history and
successes in Formula 1, feel the adrenaline that runs during a pit stop, and experience a true
Grand Prix in a Ferrari simulator.
The package may be reserved by minimum 2 people* and includes:
 admission to the Museum in Maranello (without waiting in line at the ticket counter);
 a customized Ferrari pass bearing each participant's name

 a Ferrari cap as a free gift to each participant;
 a pit stop experience for the group with photo (tire change activity and memory picture for
each participant);
 a driving experience in an F1 simulator for each participant.

The price is 110€ per person (VAT included).
The price for minors (aged 6 to 18) is 80€ per person (VAT included).

In this case, the package may include a variation to be agreed upon according to the minor's age
and likings, since participants to the tire change activity must be at least 8 years old. Alternatively,
a souvenir photo may be taken on board a Ferrari car, and printed and framed on the spot (in an
elegant Ferrari official frame, size of the picture: 15x23 cm).

* Changing a tire during pit stops requires at least two adults
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Tel. (+39) 0536 – 949713 E-mail: museo@ferrari.com
Sito Web: www.museoferrari.com

RESERVATION FORM FOR THE
‘MUSEI FAN EXPERIENCE’ PACKAGE
The service must be reserved at least one week before the selected date by filling out all sections
of the form below and sending it, duly signed, to museo@ferrari.com.
First and last name of the person
who makes the booking

Number of
participants

Name of the accompanying person,
if any (in case of companies/
agencies)

Telephone number
(preferably, a mobile phone number)

E-mail (of the person who makes the booking)

Expected date of the visit

Exact time of arrival

Tax data for invoicing (mandatory): indicate the full denomination of the company or agency, with
address, VAT position number or tax code, or first name, last name, address and tax code of the person
who makes the booking.
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CONDITIONS AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
The date and time indicated in the form are strict and binding.
Please communicate the first and last name of the participants at least three days before the
selected date in order to prepare customized passes.
Any change to the reservation made or the cancellation of the whole service must be always
carried out by phone during the museum opening time, in order for our office to promptly contact
the suppliers of the various services included in the package, to be followed by email to
museo@ferrari.com.
In case of cancellation, the following penalties will be applied:
- no penalty for cancellations up to three days before the selected date;
- Euro 22 per person for cancellations up to one day before;
- the full cost of the service for same day cancellations.
The service must be paid by bank transfer in advance, except for provisions otherwise by the
Direction of the museum.
Pursuant to and in accordance with article 13 of Legislative Decree 196/2003 (Privacy Code), the
applicant is informed that the data sent will be only processed for the purposes of reservation of
the visit to the structures in Modena and Maranello and the relevant administrative and invoicing
operations.

Date and signature
_____________________________
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